
The air bag Supplementary Restraint System
(SRS) cannot provide protection in some types
of impact. Under these circumstances, the
only protection will be provided by a correctly
worn seat belt.

Air bag deployment is dependent on the rate at
which the passenger compartment changes
velocity following the collision. Circumstances
affecting different collisions (vehicle speed,
angle of impact, type and size of object hit, etc.),
vary considerably and will affect the rate of
deceleration accordingly.

The SRS is not designed to operate as a result
of:

• Rear impacts.

• Minor front impacts.

• Minor side impacts.

• Heavy braking.

• Driving over bumps and pot holes.

Therefore, it follows that considerable superficial
damage to the vehicle can occur, without
causing the air bags to deploy.

Note: If, as the result of an impact, you believe
that the air bags should have deployed and they
failed to do so, please call 1 (800) 637-6837 for
advice or arrange for a Jaguar representative to
inspect the vehicle.

AIR BAG OBSTRUCTION

Make sure that a gap is maintained between
the side of the vehicle, and the head and
torso. This will enable unobstructed inflation
of the curtain, and seat mounted side air bags.

Do not use non-approved seat covers or
accessory seat covers that have not been
designed for use with air bags. If in doubt,
consult your Dealer/Authorized Repairer.

Do not obstruct the operation of the air bags
by placing any part of your person or any
objects in contact with, or close to, an air bag
module. If the air bag inflates, objects or any
part of your person could interfere with the
inflation of the air bag or be propelled inside
the vehicle, causing injury to the occupants.

Do not allow passengers to obstruct the
operation of the air bags by placing feet,
knees, or any other part of the body, or any
other objects in contact with, or in close
proximity to, an air bag module. Do not place
objects between the air bag and the seat
occupant.

Do not attach or position items on, or close to
the roof lining, front seat backrests, or to an
air bag cover, which could interfere with the
inflation of the air bag or be propelled inside
the vehicle, causing injury to the occupants.

Air bags cannot deploy correctly if they are
obstructed. Examples of obstructions are:

• Any parts of an occupant’s body in contact
with, or close to, an air bag cover.

• Objects placed on, or close to, an air bag
cover.

• Clothing, cushions, or other material
covering seat-mounted air bags.

• Seat covers which are not approved by
Jaguar or specifically designed for use with
seat-mounted air bags.
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